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Submission to the National Competition Council regarding the South 
Australian Ports Access Regime 

 

Executive Summary 

1 This submission is made by LINX Cargo Care Pty Limited (LINX) in response to 
the draft recommendation made by the National Competition Council (NCC) on 
2 July 2021 that the South Australian Ports Access Regime (Regime) 
established under the Maritime Services (Access) Act 2000 (SA) (MSA Act) 
meets the requirements for certification. 

2 In LINX’s submission the Regime does not meet several of the requirements for 
certification as detailed in this submission. The essence of LINX’s complaint is 
that the Regime fails to comply with the requirements of the objectives of the 
Competition Principles Agreement as it fails to promote the economically 
efficient operation of, use of and investment in the infrastructure by which 
services are provided, thereby promoting effective competition in upstream and 
downstream markets.  

3 LINX is concerned about its ability to compete effectively with the vertically 
integrated Flinders Logistics as the current Regime does not sufficiently 
address the discrimination which could arise in the circumstances of a vertically 
integrated monopoly port services and access provider.  The Council’s 
consideration of the Regime does not engage substantively with the vertically 
integrated status of Flinders Ports. Further, the Council has misdirected itself as 
to the questions it needs to consider in assessing the competitive damage likely 
to arise from vertical integration.  

4 The problems which arise with the Regime can be simply addressed by 
including appropriate non-discrimination obligations within the Regime 
supported by appropriate audit and reporting obligations. A suggested approach 
is outlined in this submission. 

 

LINX and its experience at the relevant ports 

5 LINX is a diversified logistics infrastructure and solutions provider with 
operations in Australia and New Zealand.  It is majority owned by Brookfield 
Asset Management.  LINX CCG includes the former Patrick Bulk and 
Automotive Port Services, now rebranded as LINX, the acquisition of which was 
subject of a detailed review by the ACCC in 2016.   

6 The LINX CCG business generally provides stevedoring services, automotive 
logistics services, transport and forestry logistics, warehousing and port 
management services in Australia.  In South Australia, LINX provides bulk and 
break bulk stevedoring services at Port Adelaide and Port Pirie.   

7 The market conditions have changed since the Regime was first introduced and 
certified. In particular, the activities of the Flinders Group have extended into 
related markets providing services in competition with other users of the 
relevant ports. Specifically, from the perspective of LINX: 

(a) Flinders Logistics, provides downstream logistics and stevedoring 
services, focussing on mineral resources, bulk cargo import/export, oil 
and gas in competition with LINX and other providers; and 

(b) Flinders Warehousing and Distribution provides warehousing and 
distribution services in competition with LINX and other providers. 
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8 The Regime may have been appropriate at a time when Flinders was not 
vertically integrated, but it is no longer appropriate and does not meet the 
criteria for certification. 

9 Since Flinders Logistics and Flinders Warehousing and Distribution have 
commenced operations, LINX has lost contracts to Flinders Logistics in 
circumstances where, to the best of LINX’s information, Flinders Logistics 
either:  

(a) has been able to provide a solution not available to be offered by LINX 
because of arrangements as between Flinders Logistics and Flinders 
Ports including preferential berthing arrangements, preferred 
equipment; or 

(b) has been able to offer a price to the end customer that is not viable for 
LINX, not because of any inefficiency on the part of LINX but because 
of the structure or charging mechanisms adopted by Flinders Ports 
including the installation of equipment particularly suited to the 
operations of Flinders related operations and imposing non-cost 
reflective charges on parties who use different equipment.  

10 As there is currently no transparency provided by way of the Regime on how 
Flinders Ports charges or provides access to equipment or services to its other 
related entities (namely Flinders Logistics and Flinders Warehousing and 
Distribution), LINX does not have concrete information that it can use to 
establish this by way of some form of formal evidence.  However, that should 
not be required to establish the need for appropriate non-discrimination 
provisions in an access regime. Invariably it is the case that competitors in 
related markets do not have access to this information and that is the reason 
why detailed ring fencing and accounting separation arrangements are put in 
place. The relevant information sits in the hands of Flinders Logistics and 
Flinders Ports and it is naive to think that a competing service provider in the 
position of LINX would be able to access or provide such information. 

11 It is precisely for these reasons that the Regime should establish conditions 
which require equality of treatment by Flinders Ports as between different 
service providers including its own vertically integrated service provider. 

 

The approach to clause 6 of the Competition Principles Agreement 

12 The approach taken by the Council misconstrues the role of the Regime and the 
importance of positive non-discrimination obligations being imposed on the 
access provider. It does this in two ways: by treating access regimes as 
remedial in nature; and by examining the text of the legislation in a literal way 
rather than by using it as a framework and access the impact of the provisions 
in the legislation on the market circumstances that exist. 

 

Access regimes are not remedial in nature 

13 Access regimes in general and the Regime in particular, are not remedial 
instruments but are pro-active legislative mechanisms designed to ensure that 
there are mechanisms in place to create the conditions for effective competition 
in dependent markets. 

14 The Council has focused on whether there is evidence of an exercise of market 
power, and, in the absence of evidence that there has been an exercise of 
market power, determines that the Regime is adequate as it is. That is not the 
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correct approach to take and treats the Regime as remedial in nature, which it is 
not.  

15 The error can be seen plainly at p.73 of the Draft Recommendation, where the 
Council states: 

The Council has considered the Access Regime against the Clause 6 
Principles and its draft view is that it meets the requirements of those 
principles. The question then arises whether there is any basis on 
which the Council can recommend against the extension of 
certification.  

If the Council considered that a recommendation to the Minister that 
the Access Regime be certified as effective would hinder the objects 
of Part IIIA, it may decide to recommend against certification on that 
basis. The Council may consider making such a recommendation if it 
was concerned that Flinders was using its control of port infrastructure 
to obtain advantages in downstream markets, and there was evidence 
that competition in those markets was thereby being restricted. In 
such a scenario the Council would consider the ability of the Access 
Regime to address the competitive harm. It would also consider the 
ability and willingness of ESCOSA to provide a remedy through its 
oversight role in monitoring the effectiveness of the Access Regime. 

 

Efficacy of provisions in the Regime 

16 The Council accepts that access to the relevant services is necessary to permit 
effective competition in dependent markets”1, however, it does not ensure that 
the minimum conditions necessary for such effective competition in this type of 
vertically integrated structure are contained within the Regime. 

17 This problem arises because of a literal comparison of the text in the Regime 
with the Competition Principles Agreement. If the Council had taken a purposive 
approach to the assessment of the provisions in the Regime, it would not have 
been satisfied that the principles were achieved given the context in which the 
Regime operates.  

18 In order for a regime to be effective it needs to have provisions to ensure that 
there is no scope for the incumbent to exercise market power in a distortionary 
way. The Regime does not achieve this because: 

(a) it fails to promote the objects of Part IIIA in that it fails to provide a 
structure which limits or restricts the ability of Flinders Ports to use its 
ownership and operation of the monopoly infrastructure and services 
to its advantage in downstream competitive markets. Meeting the 
objectives of the Competition Principles Agreement is not assessed by 
determining whether the same objectives appear in the relevant 
legislation, but by testing whether the operative provisions of the 
Regime achieve that objective.  

(b) contrary to clause 6(5)(a) of the Competition Principles Agreement, it 
fails to enable outcomes that achieve the objective of efficient use of, 
operation and investment in, significant infrastructure thereby 
promoting effective competition in upstream or downstream markets, 
so promoting competition; 

 
1 Draft Recommendation p 23 
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(c) it fails to meet the requirements of clauses 6(4)(a) and (b) of the 
Competition Principles Agreement. In order for the principles set out in 
clauses 6(4)(a) and (b) to be satisfied it is not sufficient simply that 
there be a negotiate arbitrate model, a dispute resolution process, and 
an enforcement mechanism. Rather, it must be the case that the 
Regime enables those negotiation and dispute resolution mechanisms 
to be effective having regard to the market conditions and 
circumstances applicable. In the present circumstance, that must take 
into account the vertically integration nature of Flinders operations; 

(d) it fails to meet the requirements of clause 6(4)(e) because there are 
not mechanisms which support non-discriminatory access in a market 
context where the conditions for the exercise of market power exist. 
Some pro-active mechanisms are required to ensure that Flinders 
Port must “use all reasonable endeavours to accommodate the 
requirements of persons seeking access”. 

19 The Council’s consideration of the Regime does not engage substantively with 
the vertically integrated status of Flinders Ports and applies an overly 
mechanistic assessment to whether the conditions are satisfied.  

 

Proposed Amendments 

20 The substantial failure of the Regime can be dealt with relatively simply by 
introducing effective non-discrimination provisions supported by a meaningful 
audit and reporting mechanism.  

21 In this regard, it should be noted that non-discrimination does not mean 
identical terms. The ACCC has given detailed consideration to the meaning of 
this term and its adoption in the context of the Regime is entirely appropriate. 

22 A suggested list of amendments is set out in the table below: 

(a) New sub-section 11(1A): Amend s 11 by inserting a new sub-s (1A) 
in the following terms, “A regulated operator must provide regulated 
services on non-discriminatory terms. Such non-discriminatory terms 
must be non-discriminatory as between third party customers and as 
between the regulated operator and any related bodies corporate of 
the regulated operator.” The revised provision would read as follows: 

“Access on fair commercial terms 

(1) A regulated operator must provide regulated services on 
terms— 

(a) agreed between the operator and the customer; or 

(b) if they do not agree, on fair commercial terms 
determined by arbitration under this Act. 

(1A) A regulated operator must provide regulated services on 
non-discriminatory terms. Such non-discriminatory terms 
must be non-discriminatory as between third party 
customers and as between the regulated operator and any 
related bodies corporate of the regulated operator. 

(2) A term as to the price at which regulated services are to be 
provided will be regarded as a fair commercial term if the 
price is regulated by a pricing determination under the 
Essential Services Commission Act 2002 and the term is 
consistent with that determination.” 

http://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/index.aspx?action=legref&type=act&legtitle=Essential%20Services%20Commission%20Act%202002
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(b) New sub-section 13(8): Add a new subsection 13(8) to section 13 in 
the following terms, “The regulated operator must not disclose any 
information received from the proponent to any person who has any 
responsibilities for activities which compete with those of the 
proponent.” 

23 These provisions need to be supported by appropriate audit and reporting 
obligations of the type that exist in other access regimes such as the 
Queensland Rail Access Regime which the Council is currently considering. 
Under that regime there is a requirement for an annual audit of Aurizon 
Network’s compliance with its obligations in Part 3 of the undertaking (Clause 
10.6.2(a)(i) of UT5) and, in the case of Queensland Rail, the QCA may instruct 
to obtain an audit of compliance with the undertaking (Clause 5.4.4(a) of AU2). 

24 The Council’s analysis at pp. 75-76 under the heading “Discrimination or 
preferential treatment of related entities” fails to properly consider the 
requirements for reporting and audit as it treats access regimes as remedial in 
nature and does not recognise that it is the potential for the preferential 
treatment to which the regime must be directed.  

25 In LINX’s view these are the minimum changes necessary in order for the 
regime to meet the certification requirements.  

 

Date: 16 July 2021 


